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Easy step-by-step instructions and examples for growing cannabis indoors!From equipment to

types of seeds to harvesting times and common problems, the process of growing cannabis

can seem overwhelming for a beginner. Now you can save time and improve your cannabis

growing knowledge in 7 easy to follow steps. 7 Steps to Grow Cannabis skips the history and

science behind cannabis and focuses on simplifying the indoor growing process so that you

can start growing fast and with confidence.This book covers important topics like:•Required

equipment and how to set it up•Walk-throughs for each growing stage of the plant’s life—from

seedling to harvest•Plant training techniques to help you get a higher yield•In-depth

descriptions and solutions to the Top 12 Plant ProblemsAlso included are important tips, tricks,

and techniques to help you expand your knowledge and improve your cannabis plants season

after season. With information on the optimal lighting, temperatures, and humidity levels for

each growing stage, low-stress training, and more, this book will show you how to improve your

yields and taste so that you can go from seed to smoke with ease.
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IntroductionCongratulations! You have made the wise decision to purchase 7 Steps To Grow

Cannabis. Now you are on your way to begin growing some big, beautiful buds. This book will

guide you through the entire process of growing cannabis from seed all the way to smoke. With

the information in this book, you will be able to grow your own cannabis plants indoors without

some of the typical beginner headaches. You will feel confident going through the whole

process. At the end of the process you will feel like a well versed cultivator.This book focuses

on growing cannabis indoors using soil or coco coir in your grow pot. I’ll walk you through each

step in the process and will tell you what to do and also what not to do. With the techniques in

the book, it’s not unheard of to get one pound of dry buds per plant. I’ve done it and you can



too!Growing cannabis isn’t a perfect science; varying opinions exist on how to grow it. Millions

of online sources exist, of which a good amount of the sources containing outdated techniques

or just plain bad advice. This book is up-to-date while covering all the basics on how to grow it

successfully.This book was written so you can start at any section. I’ve also included a few

advanced, optional techniques such as Low-Stress Training (LST), Topping and Pruning since

those techniques will help you get the most yield possible.For additional information, such as

where to get seeds, a complete list of grow equipment, and grow videos, please visit my

website, . Also be sure to follow me on Youtube, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter @MrGrowIt

for grow videos, articles, pictures, and updated information.Happy growing,-Mr. Grow It

EQUIPMENTIt took me quite some time to determine how I wanted to begin this book. Other

cannabis grow books start off with the biology of the plant, then explain the science behind it

all. Is that something that you need to know on your first run at growing cannabis? Absolutely

not. Therefore, I left the boring high school biology course out of this book. This book will focus

on what you need to know as someone brand new to growing cannabis plants indoors. I spent

a significant amount of time thinking about how to describe the process so someone with little

to no experience can easily understand and follow the steps.Let us start from the beginning –

grow equipment. Before you start growing cannabis indoors, you will need to get the tools and

equipment required. Cannabis needs to be grown in certain conditions in order for the plant to

be healthy and produce buds - i.e. specific temperature and humidity ranges. The equipment

bought will help control the conditions of the grow environment. The grow environment is

simply the surroundings or conditions that the cannabis plants are grown in. I will get more into

detail on what conditions the grow environment should be in later on in this book. But for now,

let’s focus on equipment.There are many different opinions on what equipment is the best and

what equipment is needed vs. optional. I listed below what you will need as a minimum and

then also listed some of the optional items. Some of the optional equipment you may actually

need, but it all depends on the conditions of the grow environment.Grow Tent (optional)Grow

LightInline FanCarbon Filter (optional)DuctingOscillating FanHeater (optional)Air Conditioner

(optional)Humidifier (optional)Dehumidifier (optional)Grow PotSoilNutrientsTemperature and

Humidity MonitorpH Meter and TDS Tester (optional)Hand Pruners (optional)

GrowTENTI listed a grow tent as an optional item. Why? You actually do not need a grow tent.

Instead, you can grow plants in a room in your house or even a small closet. However, it may

be more difficult to control the conditions in your grow environment without a grow tent.For

example, plants require carbon dioxide to grow; therefore, the air in your grow environment

needs to be changed every 1-3 minutes. A ventilation system will allow air to intake as well as

exhaust from the grow environment. We will talk more about ventilation later on in this chapter,

but know that a grow tent has exhaust vents and intake vents so a ventilation system can

easily be attached to it. Without a grow tent, you may have to drill holes in your grow room wall

to create an intake and exhaust to attach the ventilation system to.EXHAUST VENTSINTAKE

VENTSSince the conditions in the grow environment can be hard to control, I highly

recommend growing cannabis indoors in a grow tent. But first, you will need to know how many

plants you want to grow because that will determine the size of the grow tent. One medium-

sized plant typically takes up about 2’x2’ (60x60cm) of grow area.4 plants in a 4'x4' (1.2x1.2m)

grow tentLet me make it easy for you with this cheat sheet…Want to grow more than 8 plants?

Then you will need to either grow smaller plants or get multiple grow tents.Be sure to know

your local laws! You most likely live in an area where there is a limit to the number of cannabis



plants that you can have growing at once. Most states in the United States that have legalized

cannabis allow growing up to six plants. That means you can’t grow more than 6 plants at any

given time. In my state, I have a plant limit of 12. Under no circumstances do I recommend

growing cannabis in an area where it is illegal to do so. Know your laws and abide by them!

Now let’s get back to talking about grow tents. What else do you need to know before buying a

grow tent? Here are a few things that are certainly good to know:All grow tents have reflective

Mylar on the inside which will reflect light off the walls of the grow tent and onto the plants. This

helps with photosynthesis.The exhaust vents come in different diameters so be sure to know

what diameter your grow tent vents have so you can buy a ventilation system that will fit within

the grow tent.Grow tents with thin fabric and/or poor stitching may have light leaks. Having light

leak onto your plants during their dark period can stress the plants to where they start to grow

pollen sacs instead of buds! Quality is important when choosing a grow tent.To make things

easier for you, there is a section on my website dedicated to the equipment for growing

cannabis. The website is always up-to-date and includes the best grow tents available right

now. All items are sold through Ebook Tops, too. You may be able to get free 2-day shipping if

you have Ebook Tops Prime. Check out my website for all your grow equipment needs.Now you

know how many plants you want to grow and have a grow tent picked out. Great! Up next is

lighting.
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DP, “My Results are Testament to Mr. Grow It's Book. I wish I could give this book a 10/5 stars.I

have been using medical cannabis for years, and with the prices of medical cannabis in my

state being so high I decided to final research growing for myself. (I moved from a state that

was much more affordable.) For me, the hardest part about starting and researching how to

grow is the incredible amount of information and disinformation online. There are many ways to

grow this plant, but one can get lost when going from forum to forum or youtube video to

youtube video, since so many people have different opinions and methodologies for growing.

This book finally gave me a clear path on how to get started, and just a get a simple concise

grow going. Mr. Grow It breaks down each step of the growing process so well. He makes it

incredibly easy to know what you need to start growing, and then how to do so once you start.

There is also a really good chapter dedicated to diagnosing and treating deficiencies which is

something you will most likely run in to on your first grow.My results speak for themselves in

the picture I have attached to this review. I legitimately can't believe how amazing my plants are

on my first grow. I am now growing top shelf cannabis myself, and I no longer have to rely on

expensive dispensary bud to medicate. If you are getting lost online on forums, youtube, reddit,

etc. and just want to find a clear plan and path to getting started this is the book you need. I

can't recommend it enough.”

Jeff, “Easy read logical thought process. This is a good read for those just starting out I spent

three weeks or so learning everything with google and youtube. That was not enough for me

This book was easy to read and I finished it in 2 or 3 hours. There is a lot of great info in it and I

believe I have learned from it. The cheat sheets are awesome and I plan to keep them on note

cards. Great book again I would recommend it to any one who wants to learn.”

Stephanie Gallik, “Excellent Source of Information. As a beginner grower, I really needed extra

information to help myself learn, rather than haphazardly googling questions on the internet.

This is exactly what I needed. The book is short but covers a lot of great information at the

same time. It being short makes it easy to flip through for quick references. Even my coworkers

at the hydro-store are impressed with the information inside for such a small book. I definitely

recommend this!”

Jameswk, “I love coffee. If you're reading this I'm sorry. The book is great. And the author could

use support. if you want a good laugh read the 1 and 2 star reviews. they literally have nothing

to do with the book. just like my headline. this book sucks because customs took it um......

What?  information about customs can be found online for free bahaha  FIN”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Your knowledge of growing cannabis needs to start here!. Prior to

reading this book I had spent several hundred hours between watching youtube grow related

videos and researching/reading grow related information on the internet. This process made

learning to grow cannabis feel very overwhelming and in retrospect was a very inneficient use

of my time compared to if I had first read the 7 Steps To Grow Cannabis. Mr. Grow It did an

excellent job writing this book to a beginner audience and explains things clearly and to the

point. If you are a beginner grower, I highly recommend reaading this book as your starting

point to learning how to grow cannabis.”

Wackochango, “If Instagram was a book. Short and sweet answers to concepts. Not written by

a scientist as much as by a likable guy who has experience and intelligence. People who like

short answers will luv this book. Mostly headlines with brief explanations of important concepts.



All great advice. Perfect for a beginner who just wants to be told what to do without asking too

many questions. I read it quickly and will give to my gf. May be oversimplified for those wanting

to know the how's and why's of advanced concepts. I still rate it 5 stars cause it's all good

advice.”

David C., “Great first book. Short and to the point. Resolves most questions of a new

enthusiast. Great to have all that knowledge in one place for reference and a good companion

to Mr Grow Its YT channel.Highly recommended”

j5467, “Gift. Feedback was positive”

Steven Young, “If you're starting out. This IS THE BOOK FOR YOU.. An absolute awesome

book for starting out. Easy to read easy to follow and I really like the book.Shout out to Mr

Grow It thanks bro. Love listening to the podcast.”

Smit, “Everything you need to know. Excellent reference book also check his yt channel out

you will not be disappointed”

pat, “Interesting. Excellent book for sure definitely worth a thumb through worth every penny for

me money well spent hope you like as well”

The book by Mr. Grow It has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,018 people have provided feedback.
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